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Abstract
The CFA research competition is a global competition that allows university teams to engage in financial
analysis of a publicly traded company. This year the company chosen to analyze was Sprouts Farmers
Market, a low cost, health-oriented grocer based out of Phoenix, Arizona. The competition included a visit
with Sprouts management in Phoenix, research on Sprouts and the industry, and the creation of a research
report with a buy/sell/hold recommendation on Sprouts’ stock. Our research report synthesized our research
and issued a sell recommendation for the company based on an analysis of the industry, analysis of Sprouts
strengths and weaknesses, analysis of macroeconomic conditions, risks, and a comprehensive valuation of
Sprouts. After producing this research report our team presented our research to judges in Phoenix in a 10
minute presentation for the second part of the competition.

Valuation Techniques
Our team utilized both intrinsic and relative valuation methods to conduct a comprehensive assessment of
Sprouts Farmers Market’s stock price. Intrinsic valuation focuses on fundamentals of the company, with a
special focus on cash flows. For our intrinsic valuation method our team decided to create a 10-year
discounted cash flow model. Relative valuation focuses on the value of a company in comparison with other
companies, our team conducted a comparable companies analysis which utilizes multiples to benchmark the
industry relative to the company being assessed. Ultimately, both valuation methodologies were weighted
50/50 to give us a comprehensive valuation for Sprouts’ stock. We elected to weight each equally because
our team concluded both methods were equally important and also there were no inherent disadvantages
with either methodology, which will be discussed in each valuation method’s respective sections.
Ultimately we arrived at a value of $17 for Sprouts stock price per share. The following sections will
discuss more specifically each valuation tactic.

Intrinsic Valuation
To derive the intrinsic value a discounted cash flow analysis was used as previously mentioned. A
discounted cash flow model measures the value of a company, asset, project, etc. through an assessment of
its cash flows. This model consists of projecting the accounts from the financial statement of the company
forward for a period of years, finding the cash flows for the future, and discounting them all back to present
day, accounting for the time value of money – the underlying assumption being that a company is worth the
present value of all of its future cash flows. The discount rate for the model is the weighted average cost of
capital (the cost for the company to acquire capital). More detail about specific portions of the model will
be discussed in later sections. Below is the equation our model used to derive unlevered free cash flows
after accounts were projected:
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(EBIT * (1 – Tax Rate) + Depreciation and Amortization + Cash from Working Capital – Capital
Expenditures)) * Stub Year Fraction
In terms of the projection period, originally the team had conducted a 5-year discounted cash flow but
elected to change to 10-year given the rapid drop in revenue growth a 5-year model would propose from
year 5 to 6. With a high growth company such as Sprouts Farmers Market, the team thought it would be
best to create longer projection period through a 10-year projected model. This allowed our team to
smoothly transition Sprouts high revenue growth downwards in later years to a proper perpetuity growth
(growth into infinity) instead of having a cliff drop from 15.5% in year 5 to our long term growth rate of
3.25%. For terminal value, the model utilized both the perpetuity method and the exit multiple method,
weighting both equally. Ultimately, the discounted cash flow analysis yielded a value of $17.74. The
following sections detail our assumptions for the discounted cash flow model.
Sales Growth

The natural and organics industry is a rapidly expanding segment as the population of the United States
becomes more health conscious. SPINS, an organization that conducts research on the natural, specialty
gourmet, and conventional grocery retail industries, predicted the segment to grow 9.3% annually through
2018. Given this, our model projected Sprouts to benefit in sales from this movement and also a customer
preference for smaller stores, given the company’s position in the industry. Strong but declining revenue
growth as can be seen in the chart below was projected over the coming years, these projections for the 5
years was between 15-17% annually, which is in-line with management’s mid-term guidance. Revenue
growth was projected to decline as Sprouts expands into markets it is unfamiliar with and increase market
saturation takes its toll on Sprouts top line, given the ease of entry and scale of its competitors. Beyond the
mid-term, 5 years, the model projects a linear decline from 15.5% in 2019 to 6.5% revenue growth in 2024,
the final year projection year of the model. Our team decided this was a generous growth number for 10
years out given it is twice the average US GDP growth. (3.25%). Specific numbers and more information
can be found in the appendix section of the group report (Report Appendix 3).
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Margin Pressure – Gross Profit Margin and Selling, General, and Administrative Costs

It was projected that Sprouts Farmers Market would face margin pressure from a variety of factors. Sprouts
has positioned itself as a low-cost provider which means it does not have the same ability to pass on these
costs as well as its competitors, causing margin compression. The assumptions of these projections
anticipated gross margin pressure from escalating real estate and food inflation costs. As the market
becomes saturated, many retailers have begun to compete for real estate, especially smaller store fronts that
Sprouts seeks. Accordingly, vacancies are at a 5-year low and average prices for commercial real estate
have begun to rise, putting pressure on Sprouts margins. Food inflation has been particularly low recently
and the assumptions in the model expect this to normalize, especially due to weather patterns such as El
Nino which cause upward pressure. This would also place pressure on Sprouts gross margins, particularly
in produce. As a result, the model projected a shrinking gross margin in the mid-term, as demonstrated
graphically below. Also as can be seen below, a stabilization of gross margin was projected beyond the
mid-term as the dynamics impacting margin normalize and Sprouts finds ways to better manage these costs.
Selling, general and administrative costs were also projected to escalate in the mid-term and then stabilize
after that. Given Sprouts expansion into new markets, these numbers assume an increase in advertising
costs to capture markets Sprouts is not accustomed to competing in. Additionally, as seen in the prior
section, real estate costs would also effect these costs as Sprouts’ selling, general and administrative costs
account for “store pre-opening costs”, which would be effected by inflated real estate costs discussed earlier.
Similar to gross margin pressures, selling, general and administrative costs are expected to stabilize as
Sprouts matures and benefits from increases in scale. Specific numbers and more information can be found
in the appendix section of the group report (Report Appendix 3). Below is a graphic detailing selling,
general and administrative cost trends.
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Capital Expenditures, Depreciation, and Taxes

The assumptions predicted taxes to remain the same, given no information that would lead to a conclusion
that taxes would change. Sprouts depreciation expense has historically grown in line with sales, similar to
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many companies, as a result depreciation expense in the future was projected to grow with sales. Finally,
capital expenditures were projected to remain 3.2% of sales, this historically has been the case for Sprouts.
Although many companies are able to decrease capital expenditures as a percent of sales while growing, due
to economies of scale, Sprouts is not expected to benefit in this area as much from increased scale. This is
mainly due to Sprouts decentralized structure with its warehouses, meaning Sprouts would not benefit from
centralized scale. The costs of increased expansion and this decentralized structure would balance out the
benefits from scale and as a result keep capital expenditures 3.2% of sales.
Terminal Value Calculation

In order to calculate the terminal value for Sprouts, the value of the company beyond the 10-year projected
period, both the exit multiple method and the perpetuity growth method were equally weighted. For the exit
multiple method we used an EV/EBITDA multiple of 7.0x, derived from our comparable companies
analysis mean EV/EBITDA multiple. A long term growth rate of 3.25% was assumed for our perpetuity
growth method which is equal to the average US GDP growth rate. Utilizing exit multiple method derived a
value of $19.86 while the perpetuity method provided a value of $15.62, when weighted equally a value of
$17.74 was derived for our discounted cash flow analysis.
Relative Valuation

In conducting a relative valuation, a comparable company analysis was created. A comparable company
analysis aims to understand the valuation of a given focus company in respect to its competitors. The
underlying assumption in this analysis is that the focus company should trade at similar multiples similar
companies in its industry.
Comparable companies for this analysis were selected on a variety of metrics including but not limited to
size, natural and organics exposure, operating/profitability metrics, and growth prospects. Although some
companies included were much larger, inclusion was justified given their opening of smaller, focused
natural and organics chain stores that compete directly in Sprouts niche space. The companies included in
the comparable field were Whole Foods Market, Kroger, Nat Grocer by Vitamin, Fresh Market, and
Supervalu. Other private competitors could not be included, such as HEB and Trader Joes, since they are
not public and as a result do not have multiples based on market valuations.
The multiples included in the analysis were broad in both the metrics assessed and time frame (last twelve
months, 1 year forward, etc.). Enterprise value multiples such as EV to last twelve months, 1 year forecast,
and 2 year forecast revenues, EBITDA, and EBIT were included. Additionally equity multiples such as
price to last twelve months, 1 year forecast, and 2 year forecast earnings, and a price to earnings growth
multiple. In all this provided a comparable company analysis with 13 multiples, with 12 out of the 13
multiples demonstrating Sprouts was overvalued by relative metrics. The one multiple that indicated
Sprouts was undervalued was the price to earnings growth multiple. Each multiple was weighted equally to
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provide an overall valuation for the analysis. This resulted in a valuation of $15.91 for the relative
valuation. Specific multiples and more information can be found in the appendix section of the group report
(Report Appendix 8).

Valuation Assumptions
Market Efficiency
Our underlying argument that Sprouts was overvalued on the market would mean markets are not efficient,
at least in the short term. Efficient Market Theory argues that the stock market prices in all available
information into the stock price of a company already, not allowing for prices to be off (undervalued or
overvalued). There are many proponents of this theory such as Eugene Fama from the University of
Chicago. With that being said, there are also many academic arguments that currently support markets
being inefficient. Proponents of this theory, such as Robert Shiller from Yale, argue mispricing can occur in
the markets in the short term. Historical support exists for market being inefficient, specifically in asset
bubbles such as the housing crisis of 2008 or the technology bubble in the early 2000s. As a result, an
underlying assumption of our argument that Sprouts is overvalued is that markets are inefficient.

Weighting of the Valuation Methods
Intrinsic valuation is important for a company such as Sprouts which promises growth in cash flows, our
team wanted to assess this fundamental value with an equally weighted discounted cash flow analysis. In
addition to this, the company’s financials did not pose challenges to conducting intrinsic valuation methods
with issues such as lacking cash flows, a challenge with companies such as small start-ups inhibiting the
ability to conduct a discounted cash flow analysis. Due to this, our intrinsic valuation was justly weighted at
50% of the overall valuation.
In terms of relative valuation Sprouts operates in a highly saturated market, due to this our team wanted to
appropriately weight the relative valuation to account for the company’s valuation relative to the competitive
industry. Also, there were many comparable companies to set up a relative valuation for Sprouts, meaning
our team did not run into the challenge of lacking comparable companies for a relative valuation. Similar to
the intrinsic valuation, this justification led to the weighting of the relative valuation at 50% of the overall
valuation.

Strengths and Failures
Strengths
One of the biggest strengths in our team’s report was the comprehensive and in-depth nature of the
valuation. Our discounted cash flow model and comparable company analysis were very detailed and took
in to account many factors that more simplistic models wouldn’t. We spent a large amount of time on the
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valuation section, looking over financial statements, call transcripts, investor presentations, and industry
research reports for months prior to the competition.
The oral presentation was also a strong point for our team in this competition. We came in third after the
written report submission but were able to pull in to a close second place after the oral presentation (each
weighted at 50% of the competition). This was due to a few factors including the group’s familiarity with
each other, strength of individual presenters, and careful preparation. Our group has had a history of
presenting together and great chemistry, being involved in multiple oral presentations together before the
competition. Also, our team happened to be made up of individuals that were all strong presenters on their
own, which helped the strength of the overall group. Finally, our team extensively practiced for the oral
presentation; we were even able to have timed slides that changed on their own without the need for us to
click them because we had practiced so much.
Finally, the in-depth nature of our macro-risk analysis I would also say was a strength. Our team did well at
thinking outside the box and analyzing all things that could affect Sprouts. We analyzed weather conditions
such as the California drought and El Nino. Also we looked at changing dynamics in food inflation,
commercial real estate, even small things like the FDA’s possible change in classification of the word
“organic”.

Failures
The shortcoming that cost us the competition was the written report. Although significant time was spent on
the report, we ended up in third place after submission, putting us in a position in which we would need to
come back on the oral portion to win. In retrospect, there were a few areas our team could’ve improved this
report to win. For one, our team could have done a better job of illustrating our strengths specifically on the
valuation. Although our model was in-depth and comprehensive making it difficult to fully demonstrate this
complexity in the report, we could have done a better job at displaying a full view of our valuation. Also,
we were weaker on the financial analysis section than other teams, a section that was weighted heavily in the
grading of the report. Specifically our ratio analysis could’ve been more comprehensive and was an area we
struggled with.
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Industry: Grocery
Ticker: SFM

Recommendation: SELL

Investment Summary
Figure 1

52 wk range

16.41-38.45

EPS

0.76

P/E

29.98

Market Cap
Average
Volume

3.36 billion

We are initiating coverage of Sprouts Farmers Market (SFM) with a Sell
recommendation because we believe the stock to be overvalued and that
future growth is somewhat limited. Our sell recommendation is supported
by the evidence below:

Market Saturation & Limited Growth in Niche Market:
Sprouts is a health-oriented grocery store facing increasing competition
2.1 million
from similar grocery chains such as Whole Foods and traditional grocers
who carry organic foods. While Sprouts is able to capture a large number of health conscious, budget
shoppers, many potential customers are deterred because not all of their shopping needs can be met at
Sprouts alone. Stores such as Target, Kroger, and HEB, that are often utilized to supplement a Sprouts
shopping trip, carry many of the most popular items that Sprouts sells while also offering a greater selection
and more convenience. There are limited growth opportunities for niche, health oriented grocery stores such
as Sprouts as traditional grocers begin to ramp up their sales of organic products and attract health conscious
consumers.
Weather conditions:
Sprouts relies heavily on sales from produce and is therefore subject to price swings in produce based on
weather conditions to include droughts and floods. 2015-2016 is expected to be a strong el Niño season,
making it highly likely that there will be a strain on produce margins as produce costs increase, or that prices
will be forced upward, deterring budget conscious shoppers.
Inability to pass costs to consumers:
One of Sprouts key principals is low prices, which makes it more difficult to pass costs of any kind along to
consumers. These low prices attract customers but can be problematic if prices need to be increased in the
case of food inflation, unpredictable weather conditions, and/or the pressure from increased wages on
Sprouts’ margins. Sprouts’, unlike its competitors, such as Whole Foods, is unable to pass costs along to
consumers because Sprouts often maintains constant prices even as prices rise causing increased margin
pressure.
Premium to Competitors
Sprouts is trading at a considerable premium to all of its competitors which is likely unsustainable.
Additionally, the intrinsic valuation of Sprouts shows a lower than market price valuation.
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Business Description
Figure 2

Sprouts Farmers Market is a health-oriented grocery store focused on
providing customers fresh, organic, and natural foods at affordable
prices in the United States. The company was founded in 2002 and now
boasts a total of 216 stores in 13 states (Figure 2) as of November 5,
2015. Sprouts Farmers market has developed from a specialty food store
to a health focused supermarket that provides a variety of items to
include: fresh produce, frozen foods, vitamins and supplements, meat
and seafood, bakery products, dairy, body care and natural household
items to cater to their customers’ interest in healthy living. Sprouts also provides a private label brand of
products to its consumers that has continued to grow. This private label is being used to help Sprouts
develop loyal customers and offer even more affordable prices, which distinguishes them from competitors.
Competitive Strengths
Sprouts Farmers Market focuses on three key values of business to meet the needs of consumers who
have an increasing interest in healthy living.





“Healthy Living for Less” - Sprouts slogan summarizes sprouts dedication to offering high quality,
fresh, and organic products to customers at an affordable price storewide.
Figure 3
Store Model - All Sprouts Farmers Market stores are formatted in
a small-box format that “flips” the conventional supermarket and
food retail store format by placing produce in the center of the
store (Figure 3). Surrounding the produce are the other grocery
store offerings that encourage customers to add more items to their
carts (as shown on the right). The average store size is between
28,000 to 30,000 square feet, smaller than the typical grocery
chain. The company focuses on produce to drive foot traffic by
assigning 15% of the stores selling-square footage to produce. In
total, Sprouts generates about $560 in sales per square foot. The rest of the floor plan is open with
low displays to create a highly visible atmosphere. This encourages interaction between the customer
and staff members while customers are shopping.
Knowledgeable staff - Customer service focuses on training employees to be engaged, enthusiastic
and educated about the products available to their customers. By doing so Sprouts enhances
employees’ knowledge and excitement for the customer’s personal healthy living experience.

Selection & Products
Figure 4
Sprouts is a health-oriented grocery store that
provides more than 17,000 fresh, natural, and
2014
2013
2012
organic products. The company’s full selection of
50.80% 50.1% 49.1%
Perishables
specialty items breaks up into: 3000+ organic,
3200+ gluten-free, and 2800+ non-GMO Non - Perishables 49.2% 49.9% 50.9%
products. Sprouts categorizes the variety of items sold in their stores into perishables and nonperishables, the breakdown of which can be seen in Figure 4. Perishables are categorized as produce,
meat, seafood, deli and bakery. Non-perishables are grocery, vitamins and supplements, bulk items,
dairy and dairy alternatives, frozen foods, beer and wine, and natural health and body care.

Management and Governance
Senior Management
In August 2015 there were several changes within the Sprouts Senior Management team; all of which were
appointments of current employees to new positions. Previous President and CEO, Doug Sanders, was
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appointed to Executive Chairman of the Board of Directors in August 2015 after being with the firm since
it’s origination in 2002 holding a variety of positions. The CFO, Amin Maredia. joined Sprouts in 2011 was
appointed to ascend into the CEO position. As a result, Susannah Livingston, the Vice President of Investor
Relations and treasury, became the interim CFO. Susannah Livingston remains the interim CFO while
Sprouts continues its search for a new CFO. The company has been adapting to these changes and will have
to adapt again when a new CFO is appointed.
Board of Directors
On the Board of Directors, two out of the seven members previously held senior management positions in
Sprouts. The first is previously mentioned Doug Sanders, the Executive Chairman of the Board. The second
is Shon Booney, who has been with Sprouts since he co-founded the company in 2002. Overtime Shon
Booney has served as Vice President, CFO, and CEO until he became a board member in August 2012. A
complete list of all of the members of the Board of Directors is provided to the below in Figure 5.
Figure 5

Board of Directors

Senior Management

Compensation Committee

Doug Sanders

Amin Maredia- CEO

Lawrence Molloy

Andrew Jhawar

Jim Nielsen- COO

Steven Townsend

Shon Boney

Daniel Bruni- CIO

Terri Funk Graham

Joseph Fortunato

Ted Frumkin- CDO

Terri Funk Graham

Shawn Gensch- CMO

Lawrence Molloy

Nancy LaMons- Chief HR

Steven Townsend

Industry Overview and Competitive Positioning
There are approximately 42,383 operators in the grocery stores industry, three of whom represent 31% of the
industry. Those top three stores are Kroger at 15.4%, Albertsons at 10.1% and Publix at 5.5%. With the top
chain, Kroger, holding a very small percent of the market (15.4%), leaving 69% of this industry to be split
between the remaining 42,380 companies in the industry, we can clearly see that grocery store concentration
is incredibly low.
Specialized organic grocery stores such as Sprouts, Whole Foods, and Trader Joe's have seen a great
opportunity for growth recently as sales of organic food grew 11.5% in 2013 and 12% in 2014. The demand
for organic and natural produce and packaged food products has increased dramatically in the United States
in the last decade as consumers have become more interested in healthier lifestyles. While growth in organic
sales is expected to continue, so is the number of competitors these specialized stores face. Large chains
such as Kroger, Target, Walmart, Costco, and many other supermarkets have begun selling organic produce
and packaged goods capturing a large share of the organic market.
Expenditures in the US on organic foods have reached an all-time high over the past few years. In 2014,
organic fruits and vegetable sales increased 12% to reach a total of $13 billion, making up 36% of all
organic food sales in the United States. Furthermore, the organic dairy sector also experienced tremendous
growth of about 11% to total $5.46 billion in 2014. By the end of 2015, the overall organic market is
expected to reach a total of $45 billion in sales. This, argues TechSci Research, is due to the increasing
health consciousness of shoppers, growing awareness of shoppers concerning chemical free organic foods
and the growing per capita expenditures of American shoppers. Thus, demand growth in the organic food
sector can be expected for the remainder of this year and into next.
Despite overall growth in organic food sales, specialized stores like Sprouts face difficulties attracting
consumers as more conventional supermarkets begin to enter the organic food market and provide similar
products to consumers. Sprouts has performed strongly in the past, but health-oriented grocery stores are a
niche market and do not offer all the conveniences of larger, complete grocery stores. For most Sprouts
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shoppers, specialty organic stores require a secondary shopping trip for a larger variety of non-food and
household items. Therefore, it is unclear that there is a substantial amount of room for attracting more
customers that are willing to make additional trips to niche stores when larger supermarkets, such as WalMart, Target, and Costco are increasing their organic food offerings. Spins reports that 76% of parents shop
for their organic foods at traditional grocery stores while only 37% shop for their organic and natural foods
at specialty grocers such as sprouts. This further illustrates that traditional grocery stores are selling more
organic foods. Traditional supermarkets appeal to the growing, average consumer of organic goods who
purchase a small amount of these natural items in addition to their usual grocery staples and non-food items,
which Sprouts may carry but only stocks in a highly limited selection and quantity. This trend is evidenced
by Costco shoppers because, as of June 2015, Costco became and remains the largest seller of organic food
in the grocery store market.
Sprouts prides itself on the growth of its private label which expanded 16% in 2014. Even though the store
and its private label have developed loyal consumers, Kroger’s Private label, Simple Truth, is expected to
reach $1.5 billion in sales this year, making it the largest natural food brand in the United States. This
reaffirms our concern that specialty stores like Sprouts will face fierce competition from general or chain
supermarkets that can offer many of the same mainstream organic products with greater convenience.
Figure 6 shows how Sprouts compares to Whole Foods in regards to basket prices, number of similar
products, sales, and a variety of other factors.
Figure 6

Sprouts vs. Whole Foods Organic Produce
Total # of Items on Sale
Percentage of Items on Sale
Total # of Lowest Price Items - Regular Items
Total # of Lowest Price Items - Sale Prices
Total Reg. Price Basket - Brand Items
Lowest Price Basket (incl. Sale) - Brand Items
SFM Basket % Discount to WFM - Reg Prices
SFM Basket % Discount to WFM - Sale Prices

WFM
0
0.00
3
2
$54.90
$54.90

SFM
4
19.05%
16
17
$45.12
$41.96
21.68%
30.84%

Strengths

SWOT Analysis
Customer Service
Sprouts strives to have the best customer service in the supermarkets industry with high levels of
interaction between customers and all floor-based employees. A heavy emphasis placed on staff
members’ knowledge and expertise of all in-store products to allow employees to educate customers on
the benefits of healthy living. This helps increase Sprouts retain their consumers, 59% of whom come
from traditional grocery stores; and helps increase the average consumer’s monthly spending to about 3
times their initial purchase. Sprouts stores are staffed on average with 80 to 90 full and part-time
employees to include a store manager, an assistant manager, 8 department managers, 5 assistant
department manage, store employees and other staff members.
Supplier Relationships
Because of their history of selling only organic and natural products, Sprouts has been able to develop
strong relationships with suppliers. This allows them to secure optimal pricing, and security regarding
the quality of their products.
Employee Knowledge
Sprouts trains its employees to be knowledgeable about the products sold by their stores. This allows
employees to be more helpful to customers who are new to shopping at Sprouts or who are experienced
health-oriented shoppers and simply need further information on products in the store.

Figure 7

Employee Expense
The US total workers compensation has been increasing starting in
quarter four of 2014 (Figure 7). Sprouts is hurt more than their
competitors by the compensation increase because the cost of
training Sprouts employees and wages are higher than average in
their industry. As a result, Sprouts has tighter margins and cannot
easily absorb cost increases as well as its competitors can.
Organic Sales Growth
Since 2000, the United States has been seeing growth in organic
food sales (Figure 8) because of an increasing trend in personal
health and healthy living experiences among Americans. Sprouts
holds a 0.5% share of the $89 billion natural and organic foods
market. The number of people buying organic food from the spring
of 2014 to the spring of 2015 increased from 45.58 million to 47.77
million respectively. SPINS projects an annual growth rate of 9.3%
through 2018 in the natural and organic food segment. There is
therefore an opportunity for Sprouts to capture the health curious
consumer who wants to learn more about healthy living and eating in
a niche, secondary shopping environment. However, it is likely that
the opportunities for growth are limited by Sprouts niche market
rather than the comprehensive nature of a store like HEB.

Figure 8

Purchasers of Organic foods (mm)
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Weaknesses
Opportunities
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Limited Selection
Sprouts only offers a small selection of home care items for its customers when compared to all of its
competitors. The majority of Sprouts’ customers have to make at least two trips when running errands
for their household: one to Sprouts for their groceries and produce and then a second to other retailers for
cleaning supplies, homecare and other staple household items. This is the area in which Sprouts lags
behind competitors such as Target and Wal-Mart who have already begun entering into the organic food
market and currently have these household items available to the average consumer.

Threats

Competition
Competitors such as Target and Wal-Mart are beginning to increase the amount of natural and organic
food items that both provide in their stores. More than half of the number of households that are
shopping at Target state that they purchase natural and organic items when they are offered. Target’s
sales growth of natural and organic products thus outpaced the industry’s sales growth by 50% in 2014
alone. Additionally, Wal-Mart is experiencing positive feedback on the Wild Oats products they placed
on their shelves in 2014 - marking a strong point of their continued transition to the organic food space.
Sprouts is at a disadvantage as it is a secondary grocery trip for many consumers. Additionally, there is
more room for organic sales growth from traditional grocers rather than niche markets as the number of
consumers looking to add a second grocery trip to their week is limited.
Costs and Wage Inflation
Food prices are lagging behind the purchasing costs for food retailers. Starting in May 2012, the PPI has
been outpacing the CPI. In 2014 CPI data for food bought for consumption at home came out to 2.7%,
which was strengthening inflation, but still fell below the Producer Price Index (PPI) that came out at
4.3%. Stronger PPI levels increase margin pressure on Sprouts if they refuse to pass prices along to their
consumers to maintain their low costs for organic food as compared to their competitors. Sprouts also
faces a threat regarding wage inflation or benefit costs. Any change in the federal or state level minimum
wage laws could increase wage costs. In September 2015 the compensation costs for civilian workers
increased by 0.6%, adjusted for the 3-month period ending in September showing trends towards wage
inflation. The results of wage inflation would increase company’s expenses, which would create
negative impact on the profitability of the company, as again these increased costs cannot fully be passed
along to the consumer.
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Investment Risks
Real-estate Risk
In Q3 of 2015, US retail property vacancies reached a 5-year low of just 10.1%.
With this decrease in available space came an increase in average retail rental
prices for companies like Sprouts which, at its current trajectory, will be
approximately a 3.1% increase in 2016. This increase (Figure 9) will lead to a rent
price of about $17.44/sq ft, pushing up Sprouts fixed costs. In addition to rising
rent prices, same-store sales have begun slowing, pushing natural and organic
retailers like Sprouts and Whole Foods to avoid renting out premium real-estate
locations in preference for those that are less advantageous but cost less overall.
These lower rental prices allow Sprouts and its competitors to fit pricing within
adjusted return-on-investment requirements but at the cost of location
convenience; a pillar of Sprouts’ success.

Figure 9

Regulatory Risk
The FDA is currently gathering public information in response to three separate citizen petitions requesting
legal definition regarding the term “natural” in foods. While there is no set date for when this definition may
be put in place, there is speculation that the term may be thrown out entirely by the FDA which would
directly impact Sprouts’, natural and organic positioning in the grocery market.
Supply disruption
Between the continuing four-year drought being experienced in California and the dramatic weather
conditions expected from El Nino, all estimates point to produce, fruit and vegetable, prices increasing. This
will be due to a combination of lesser food production and produce shortages across the state.
Drought
The California drought affects the prices of fruits and vegetables, which
threatens to put pressure on Sprouts’ margins on produce. California
produces almost 50% of fruits and vegetables in the United States. As a
result, with farmers leaving their land idle, produce prices have begun
climbing. The US Department of Agriculture predicts this increase may
reach as much as 6% for fruit and 3% for vegetables this year alone. Figure
10 depicts the severity of California’s drought.

Figure 10

El Niño and La Niña
Figure 12
A majority of Sprouts produce, anywhere from 40 to
Figure 11
70%, is sourced from the state of California
depending on the time of year. Figure 11 shows the
winter El Nino pattern and illustrates the amplified
storm track. This year, with El Niño poised to hit
California, disruption of Sprout’s produce supply in the
state of California is expected. These negative impacts
extend above and beyond the current drought situation
impacting the state. The drought alone may increase fruit and vegetable
prices by as much as 6% and 3% respectively this year. These price
increases, when coupled with the cooler, wetter winters of El Niño which have historically lowered
crop production by 1-2%, may increase even further.
Additionally, El Niño is often followed by its sister phenomenon, La Niña, which produces the opposite
effects of El Niño. La Nina typically brings below average temperatures and drier weather to the United
States. Figure 12 shows how La Niña will affect the United States. Forecasters predict an 89% chance
of La Nina occurring after this El Niño as early as December 2016. La Nina can disrupt agriculture
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production, and greatly impact soft commodity prices. Droughts are also more prevalent in La Nina
years, which would further exacerbate California’s current situation. 11 of the last 15 El Niño seasons
have been followed by La Nina.
This leaves us and Sprouts with an overall negative impact first caused by the drought, then aggravated
by the uncontrollable effects of El Niño and potentially La Nina expected to hit California this year.
Economic Risk
Sprouts is susceptible to a variety of economic activity that may negatively affect business.
 The Federal Reserve continuing to raise interest rates will make borrowing for expansion purposes
more expensive for Sprouts. This could slow the rate at which Sprouts is able to expand into new
regions.
 An increase in minimum wage would put pressure on Sprouts to increase wages. In order to keep
current employees Sprouts would need to incentivize them, likely in the form of a pay raise, which
would further tighten already slim margins.
 Economic downturn in any of the areas in which Sprouts has a large presence would hurt Sprouts’
customers and may result in a smaller budget for organic and natural products. For example,
Sprouts operates a large number of stores in Texas, an area recently stricken by low oil prices. The
increase in regional unemployment will reduce the amount of discretionary income available in this
area, in turn hurting Sprouts’ sales.

Financial Analysis
Sales Growth
Due to the increase in health-oriented consumers and Sprouts’ position as the low-cost provider among its
peers, the company has experienced robust sales growth, averaging 39.95% over the last three years. Given
that Sprouts has already reported sales of $2,662 million through 3Q, an estimate of 20.45% revenue growth
for 2015 is reasonable. Despite strong growth over the last few years, this revenue growth is declining as
demonstrated in the table below. As mentioned in the Industry Overview and Competitive Positioning
Section, traditional grocers are selling an increasing amount of organic foods with 76% of parents shopping
for their organic foods at traditional grocery stores.
Figure 13

Revenue and Same Store Sales Growth
2012
2013
2014

2015E

Revenue Growth

62.30%

35.83%

21.72%

20.45%

Same Store Sales

9.70%

10.70%

9.90%

5.27%

Margin Pressure
Sprouts faces margin pressure because it prides itself on being a low cost grocer. Sprouts inability to pass
many of its costs along to its consumers is mentioned in the above SWOT Analysis; however, the table
below provides quantitative support. Sprouts has a higher than average operating margin but has a profit
margin significantly below the industry’s average. Sprouts’ above average interest expense is a key
contributor to their lower profit margin.
In the future we expect SFM’s profit margin to face pressures from real estate costs and food inflation costs.
As competition increases in the industry so does the competition for commercial real estate, which drives the
costs to lease/purchase locations for new stores growth up. Although Sprouts historically has done well at
minimizing costs in real estate for its new locations, it now faces competition from major chains which are
seeking a similar store size and model to Sprouts. This has caused an increase in rental costs which can be
seen in the last half 2015. Additionally, Sprouts has been operating in a low food inflationary environment
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which has helped margins. We expect this to change as food inflation has also been steadily increasing.
Further production and supply disruptions caused by volatile weather conditions will escalate these increases
to the cost of food even more rapidly. Since Sprouts’ commitment to being the low cost provider is at the
center of its values, it would not be able to pass on these costs to consumers and thus would experience
pressure on its margins.
Additionally, our team predicts company will have to increase expenditures in advertising due to its
expansion into new regions to attempt to maintain target sales growth and establish a presence in new
markets. Also included in these costs are “store pre-opening costs” where we also anticipate an increase
predominantly from rent price increases caused by the inflationary commercial real estate market previously
mentioned. Finally, we anticipate Sprouts will face increased compensation costs due to wage inflation.
Wage inflation has been low for some time but has recently begun to increase and is expected to continue
doing so over the coming years. Sprouts’ focus on hiring strong staff to provide good customer service will
result in higher compensation costs in-store as wage inflation rises. Since Sprouts’ commitment to being the
low cost provider is at the center of its values, it would not be able to pass on these costs to consumers and
thus would experience pressure on its margins. For these reasons, Sprouts has begun to experience margin
pressure and will continue to experience this pressure in margins
Figure 14

Three Year Margin Averages
Gross Margin
Operating Margin
Profit Margin

Industry Average Sprouts
29.89% 29.71%
5.09%
5.46%
3.04%
2.27%

DuPont Analysis
Figure 15

DuPont Analysis
Operating Profit Margin
Industry Average
Asset Turnover
Industry Average
Interest
Industry Average
Equity Multiplier
Industry Average
Tax Retention Rate
Industry Average
ROE
Industry Average

2012
3.94%
4.99%
1.6x
3.0x
1.98%
0.06%
2.9x
2.7x
56.09%
81.86%
7.09%
26.63%

2013
5.72%
4.94%
2.1x
2.9x
1.53%
0.06%
2.3x
2.7x
61.05%
82.65%
14.45%
25.49%

2014
6.73%
5.32%
2.2x
3.1x
0.84%
0.02%
2.0x
2.8x
61.85%
82.32%
16.98%
30.27%

ROE Decomposition
Overall, Sprouts’ return on equity has improved in the last three years from 7.1% to 17.0% (Figure 14).
Despite this, SFM has trailed the industry average for return on equity in all three years as shown by the
table above. In order to further analyze the components leading to this underperformance, a five-step
DuPont was conducted. The results from this decomposition reveal that Sprouts’ operational efficiency,
specifically in asset turnover, is lower than its competitors. The asset turnover ratio is lower than its
competitors for the last three years. Although other factors of the DuPont play a role in Sprouts’ low return
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on equity, asset turnover is the largest contributing factor. In fact, if Sprouts’ asset turnover was the same as
its competitors, it would increase its three-year average return on equity by 7.7%.

Valuation
Discounted Cash Flow Analysis
In order to measure the intrinsic value our team conducted a 10-year DCF which we weighted at 50% of the
valuation. Doing this, we found that Sprouts is overvalued on an intrinsic value basis as our DCF yielded a
value of $17.74. Key assumptions are explained as follows:
Sales Growth
The natural and organics industry, an industry where Sprouts holds 0.5% market share, is expected to
grow at a rate of 9.3% annually through 2018. Given the company’s robust performance through Q3 of
this year, we expect sales growth for 2015 to be similar to 2014. That being said, our model projects
Sprouts’ sales growth will decrease and settle in a range between 15-17% annually in the years
following 2015 as a result of market saturation and the challenges of operating in new markets, as
discussed in the financial analysis section. Also, although Sprouts is currently growing rapidly, we
expect this growth to begin to slow after 5 years. Our model projects linear declining sales growth after
2019 to a growth rate in 2024 of 6.5%, double the average US GDP. Mid-term sales growth estimates
are in accordance with mid-term guidance, consensus estimates, and industry trends. Specific growth
percentages are shown below.

Gross Profit Margin
As mentioned in the financial analysis, we expect SFM’s profit margin to face pressures from real
estate costs and food inflation costs. Given these challenges, our model projects a declining gross
profit margin through 2019. After 2019 we expect a stabilization of these costs and ultimately an
increasing gross profit margin as Sprouts begins to mature as a company. Gross margin projections
are shown below.

Selling, General, and Administrative Costs
Our model projects a slight uptick in selling, general, and administrative costs for Sprouts through year
2019. Heightened costs in this category would originate from increased advertising expense incurred
from competing in new markets and from continual real estate inflationary pressures, accounted for as
“store pre-opening costs”. As with gross profit margin, a stabilization of these costs and slight decrease
is projected after 2019 as Sprouts matures and becomes accustomed to these two challenges. Selling,
general, and administrative costs are shown below.

CAPEX, Depreciation, and Taxes
Our projections assume that capital expenditures for Sprouts will remain at 3.2% of sales for the midterm. This assumption is in line with historical capital expenditures for the company and Sprouts’
expansionary outlook suggests this expenditure will not decrease. Depreciation was grown at the same
rate as sales within the model, as this has historically been the trend for Sprouts’ depreciation expense.
For taxes our model projects a straight-line of the current tax rate, there is no information that leads to
the conclusion that Sprouts will experience a different tax rate than it has historically.
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Terminal Value
In order to calculate terminal value both the exit multiple method and the perpetuity growth method
were utilized. For the perpetuity growth method, a perpetuity rate of 3.25% was assumed. This is equal
to the average U.S. GDP since 1947 and gives Sprouts a valuation of $15.62. Although Sprouts is
growing at a faster rate than this rate at the moment, this is a fair assumption given that its growth rate
will slow and ultimately be more reflective of U.S. GDP in perpetuity. For the exit multiple method, an
exit EV/EBITDA multiple of 7.0x was assumed, derived from a mean industry EV/EBITDA multiple.
This resulted in a $19.86 valuation for Sprouts. For our DCF valuation both of these terminal value
methods were weighted equally resulting in an intrinsic value of $17.74 for Sprouts.
Comparable Companies Analysis
To measure the value of Sprouts on a relative basis our team conducted a comparable companies analysis.
Given that a core challenge that Sprouts faces is increased competition and market saturation, the relative
valuation was weighted equally with the intrinsic valuation at 50% of the total valuation. A list of
competitors that demonstrated similar financial/operating characteristics as Sprouts or have opened smaller
chains which directly threaten Sprouts’ market was utilized. On a relative basis Sprouts was still overvalued
with the multiples analysis yielding a value of $15.91. This value was achieved with a broad set of 13
equally weighted multiples, each of which is listed in Appendix 6. SFM was found to be overvalued in 12 of
the 13 relative valuation metrics (refer to median numbers in Appendix 8). For reference, Figure 16 shows
how Sprouts performed as compared to Whole Foods and the S&P500 over a three year time span
Figure 16
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